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ABSTRACT
The United States Training and Employment Service

General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB), first published in 1947, has
been included in a continuing program of research to validate the
tests against success in many different occupations. The GATE
consists of 12 tests which measure nine aptitudes: General Learning
Ability; Verbal Aptitude; Numerical Aptitude; Spatial Aptitude; Form
Perception; Clerical Perception; Motor Coordination; Finger
Dexterity; and Manual Dexterity. The aptitude scores are standard
scores with 100 as the average for the general working population,
and a standard deviation of 20. Occupational norms are established in
terms of minimum qualifying scores for each of the significant
aptitude measures which, when combined; predict job performance.
Cutting scores are set only for those aptitudes which aid in
predicting the performance of the job duties of the experimental
sample. The GATB norms described are appropriate only for jobs with
content similar to that shown in the job description presented in
this report. A description of the validation sample is included.
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_ Summary

The General Aptitude Test Battery, B-1002A, was administered to three groupa
of women employed as Loopers. One group of thirty-five women were employed
as 1-fot e r$, at the Wigwam Mills, Incorporated, in Sheboygan, Wisoonsin.
'A seoond group of 30 women were employed as 6-tog;crif op..?6 at Infant Soaks,
Incorporated, in Fond du. Lao, Wisconsin. The third group of 30 women wore
-employed as Loopers at the Portage Hosiery Company in Portage, Wisoonsin. The
criterion used was supervisory ratings made by the plant foremen and super-
visors. On the basis of the statistical results and the .job analysis data,
Aptitudes S-Spatial Aptitude, F-Finger Dexterity, and M-Manual Dexterity were

-seleoted for inolusion in the test norms.

rms for jfc le CL /-copc (-10°5 e rs9 6U9.72P- S-119,
Table-I shows, for B-1001 and 5-1002 the minimum acceptable.soore for eaoh
aptitude included in the test 'norms for -Ho5re 1-ociper Cho sie ru) .2S 7 2 a

TABLE I

lanimnimAooeptable Soores on B-1001 and B-1002 for .5-hi

5-1001
. .

B-1002

Aptitude Tests Mininram Aooeptabl
Aptitude Score titudep : Tests Minimum Aooeptable.

Aptitude Score

.
.

S CB-1-F 80 S Part 3- 75

F CB-1-0 90 F Part 11 85
CB-1-P Part 12

II CB-1-IC 75 . . Part 9 75
CB-1-11 - -. Part 10

Effectiveneas of Norms

The data in Table /V indicate that 16 of the 29 poor workers, or 55 percent
of them, did. not achieve the minimum scores established as cutting scores on
the recommended test norms. This shows that 55 percent of the poor workerswould not have been hired if the recommended test norms had been used in the
election process. 'Moreover, 60 of the 63 workers who made qualifying test
scores, or 79 percent, were- good workers.
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II. Sample
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conducted to determine the beat combination of aptitudes and
to be us.ed as norms on the General Aptitude Test Battery for
of 1-1<7.:sterpcy- (Anoster)

On December 28, 1956, 35 women employed as Loopers at the Wigwam Mills,
Incorporated, in Sheboygan, Wisconsin mere tested with the GATB, B-1002A.
Eight women whose ages ranged from 50 to 54.years were eliminated from the
sample booause of age. On* February 6 and 7, 1957, thirty memen employed
as Loopors at the Infant Socks, Inoorporated in Fond du Lao, Wisconsin,
were tested with the GATB, B-1002A. None of these wprkers were eliminated
from the sample. On February 26, 1957, 32 women employed as Loopors at the
Portage Hosiery Company, In Portage, Wisconsin mere tested with the GATB,
B-1002A. Two of these Women mhose ages were 62 and 64 were eliminated from
the final sample.

Thb merkers in the three groups mere hired on the basis of a personal inter-
view. There were no eduoation or experienoo requirements, and no tests mere
used in selection.

Sinoe the three groups of workers were sufficiently similar with respeot to
ago, education, experience, job duties and job performanoe requirements, the
data was combined to establish-one sample of 87 merkers.

Table II shams the means, standard deviations, ranges, and Pearson produot-
mement correlations (corrected for broad categories) with tbe criterion
for age, education and experience.

TABLE II

Msans (U), Standard-Deviations (a), Ranges and Pearson Product-Moment
'Correlations (Corrected for Broad Categories) with the

Criterion (or) for Ago, Education, and Experionce

1457*ierb Lao: r CA1 os r GI 5)

N =87

;,

Range

Age .(years) 30.1 9.4 18-49 .202
Education (years) 10.6 1.6 13-12 -.022
Experience (months) 76.0 71.7 3-360 .270*

Signifioant at the OB level
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Tho correlations between age and the oritorion, and between education and
tho criterion are not significant. The correlation between experience and
the criterion is significant at the .05 level, indicating a slight tendency
for workers with more experienoe to be rated as better workers. However,
tho correlation of .270 is not large in magnitude, and is produced in part
bythe size.and the_wide range in experience of the.combinod.sample. No
attompt Was made to eoleot a More homogeneous sample with respect to
experience or to correct the.criterion for:experience.

III. job DosOription

job Title: 1-to_51ers/ C hos+ e ) c,g.72i
Job Summary: Operates a looping machine.to oloselihe opening-In the too of
seamloss hosiery. Prepares maehine for sewing by threadin,g proper colored
thread through guides, tension disos, and needle Of machine. Sots loops of

--stitches of two edges of open toe of ladies* and-childrents seamless .hosiery,
athletic and bOat soaks, and menrs docks aa the looping machine for sowing.

_Stops on treadle to start rotating dial oontaining looping points, and to
ntart sewing so that machine automatically joins the two sides of.the toe

fend trims tho edges of the seam.. Ties socks in bundles of one dozen pairs..
Reoords lot nuMbors and quantity of socks sewn. May adjust tension of
threading mechanism. Ebtiflea mechanic when madhine is nat operating properly.

_IV., Etporimental Battery

(

A11 the tests of the GATB, B-1002A, wore administered to the sample group.

V. Criterion

The criterion.consists of supervisory ratings oambined fram two sets of rank
order broad category ratings made by the superVisor or foreman in charge of
the workers at each of the three plants. At Wigwam Mills, Incorporated, the
ratings were made by the plant forelady of the 27 workers on Deoemher 27,
1956 and on /larch 22, 1957. At Infant Socks, Incorporated, the ratings wore
made by the plant foreman of the 30 workers on.February 1, 195/ and March 1,
1957. At the Portage Hosiery Company the ratings were made by the plant

....eupervisor of 30 workers on February 25, 1957 and on Nhrch 21, 1957. For
the final criterion, the number of workers olassifiod into each of five
broad catogoriea on the basis of the two sets of ratings vas obtained and
the quantitative score corresponding to each categorj was computed.

Viva broad categories rather than three oategories of Abeve Average, Average
and Below Average were used to retain more of the diacrimination that was
present in the ratings. =These 5 categories, the number of workers in each
category, and the quantitative score corresponding to each category are
shown below:
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Category N Quantitativo Score

AA 28 61
AB . 5 55
BB 25 49
BC 6 64.

CC 23 38

A vary high degree of agreement was obtained botwooxi the first ratings and
the second ratings of the supervisors. (A produot-memont correlation
corrected for broad categories was over 1.00.)

VI. Statistical and Qualitative Analysis

Table III shows the means, standard deviations aad Pearson product-moment
correlations (corrected for broad categories) with the oriterion for the
aptitudes of the GATB. The means and standard deviations of the aptitudes
are oomparable to general population norms with a mean of 100 and a standard
deviation of 20.

TABLE III

Means (M), Standard Deviations (7), and Pearson
Correlations (Corrected for Broad Categories) with

for the Aptitudes of the GATB

4-°5 C-c":311.' 010.5
N = 87

Produot-Moment
the Criterion (0r)

le-rb ) coSci 72 a.

Aptitudes M a

G-Intelligence
V-Verbal Aptitude
N-launerical Aptitude

trSpoatiaplerAepepttitiuodne

-Clerifoal Perception
Motor Coordination

P Finger Dexterity
Manual Dexterity

96.2
96.7
98.3
97.1.

(104.0
(105.8 -,,

(105.67
100;1
101.3

(13. it,

43.8)
16.9
14.9
14.3
63 . 3

(13.2):194____
18.7
17.5

(..262.

.160

.182

.167

.107
% 2 2 6 47)

.173

.114

** Significant at the 01:1eVel
* Significant at the 65 level

A. Statistical Analysis

The data. in Table III indicate that the highest mean scores, in
.decreasing order of magnitude, were obtained for Aptitudes Q,
P. LC and F. All the aptitudes have standard deviations less than
20. Aptitudes G and Q have correlations with the criterionwMich
are significant at the .05 level.
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QPalitativo Analysis

Tho job analysis Indicated that the following aptitudes measured by the
GATB appear to be important for this occupation:

Ipatial Aptitude (5) required for setting loops of stitches of two
edgos of open toe ol! hosiery on the looping machine for sowing.

Form Perception (P) - required to detect defects in the weaving whenTEEKEreTE-717-Foatingproporly.

Motor Coordination (K) - required to thread the machine and in hanging
. the loops on tho looping points.

Finger Dextority (F) - required to thread the machine and in hangingtho loops in the looping points.

Manual Dexterity (M,) - required in handling thread cones and bundlesof socks.

C. Selection of Test Norms

On the basis of the above statistical and qualitative evidence AptitudesG, S, P, K, F, and. Mwere considered fUrther for inclusion in the;t6stnorms. Aptitudes P, K, F, and /1 had high mean scores and wore consideredimportant frorathe job analysis data.- There is no statistical evidonoo
for Aptitude S, but it appears sufficiently-important from job analyaisto warrant further oonsideration for inclusion in the norms. Aptitude Gwas considered for inclusion on the basis of its significant correlation'With the criterion. Although Aptitude Q. had a high, mean score and a
significant correlation with the criterion, it WAS not included for
further consideration because it was decided that the trait of percep-tion involved in-this job was better measured by form perception ratherthan clerical peroeption.

%

'Several sets of trial norms, consisting of various combinations of
Aptitudes G, S, P, K, F, and M with appropriate cutting scores, were
evaluated against the dichotomized criterion. The best selective effi-
ciency was obtained for norms which consisted of 5-75, F-86 and M-75;

VII. Concurrent Validi of Norms for a ler 00 k-

Table IV shows the relationship between the norms consisting of Aptitudes3, F, aid U with cutting scores of 75, 85 and 75, respectively, and thedidhotamized criterion. Those workers included in groups "AA1" "AB," andEBB," were placed In the high criterion group and designated as "goodworkers." Those workers included In groups "BC" and "CC" mere placed in
the lew criterion group and designated as "poor workers."
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TABLE IV

Relationship between Test Norms Consisting of Aptitudos.S, F, and LI

with Cutting Scores of 75, 85, and 75, Respectively,
and the Dichotomised Criterion

te.r t_c>oper-Cbosier3)
N = 87

Non-Qualifying
Test Scores

Qualifying
Test Scores Total

Good Workers 8 50 58

Poor Workers

i

16 13 29

Total 24 63 87

rtet = .67 X2 =

. :7rtet =1.19 . P12 .0005

The data.in the above table indicate a significant relationship between the
test norms and the criterion.

VIII. Conclusions
OIL

on the basis af mean scores, correlations mith the oriterion, job analysis
data, and their combined selective efficiency, Aptitudes S, F, and M mith
minizaura scores of 75, 85, and 75, respectively, are r000mmended as B-1002
norms for the occupation of L-osterj LOapar. The equivalent 5-1001 norms.
consist tit 8-80, F-90, and M-75.

The-results of this.study-were analyzed in conjunction with the data for a
test development study on Looper 6-14.420 conducted by the North Carolina
Agency in an attempt to establish national norus for this occupation on the
basisof both studies. This attempt was not suocesSful. Sindelthe Wiscon7
sin sample of 87 workers is larger than the North Carolinm'isample of 57,
the Wisconsin sample was selected as the basis for establishing test norms

:

for this ocpupation.:

IX. Determination of Occupational Aptitude Pattern

When the specific test norms for an oommation include three aptitudes,
only those occupational aptitude patterns whiCh include the same three.
aptitudes mith cutting scores that are within 10 points of the cutting
scores established for the specific norms are considered for that ocou-
potion. The only one of the existing 23 occupational aptitude patterns
which meets these criteria for this study is OAP-14, which consists of

; -
,



S-80, F-90, and M-85 for B-1002 and S-85, F-95, and M-90 for B-1001. The
soleotive offioiency of OAP-14 for the sample was dotormined by moans of

-the tetrachoric correlation technique. A totrachoric corrolation of .40
with a standard error of .18 was obtained, which indicator: a sic_nificant
relationship betwoon OAP-ler and the criterion for this experimental sample.
Tho proportion of the sample screened out by OAP-14 was .45, v.daich iswithin the required rango of .10 to .60. Therefore, it is recoromended
that OAP-14 be used In counseling for the occupation of 1-4c,5;er Loopea Olosic
CoSctIi0-


